decided by a resolution (No.47/5) to observe 1999, as the International Year of older persons. The theme for the World Health Day on 7th April, 1999 was "Active Ageing makes the difference", for the South East Asia Regional Office of WHO -(Helpage India-1998 and World Health News, 1999 
AGGRESSION IN PSYCHOTIC ILLNESS
Sir, Study of violence in mental patients is an important issue and is one of the reasons for the stigma of mental illness. Although there are reports that violence is high among the mentally ill, recent reoprts have shown that there is no correlation between mental illness and community violence (Mulvey et al.,1986) . In this context the article by Kumar et al.(1999) is highly appreciable especially when there are no studies available from India in this regard. This study concluded that there is no significant difference in the amount of aggression in manics, schizophrenics and other non-organic psychoses. Another impotant finding was that though there was no difference in aggression between manics and other psychoses, the anticipatory perception results in unnecessary restraining of manics in the community.
I would like to highlight some methodogical limitations of the index study. The authors have used Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale to assess the psychopathology across all diagnostic groups. This scale is more sensitive to assess schizophrenic psychopathology than mood disorders -which may be the reason for getting significantly high BPRS score in schizophrenia compared to other diagnostic categories. Since the rating scale scores generally do not follow normal distribution pattern appplication of oneway ANOVA test to compare the BPRS score and SDAS-9 score is statistically not ideal. Moreover before doing one way ANOVA in such cases equality of variance is a pre-requisit. Application of non-parametric test preferably Kruskal-Wallis one way ANOVA test (using mean rank score) would have been more appropriate in such cases. Likewise, because of the same reason comparison of BPRS score and SDAS-9 score between restrained and not restrained group would have been better using a non-paramatric test like Man-Whitney U test using mean rank score. In the analysis of demographic details namely religion and education, the authors can not apply chi-square test as the expected frequencies in the cells of the some of the categories are less than five. This reason is applicable in the analysis of male female difference in restrained and not restrained group as well (Rao et al.,1983 ). Fisher's Exact Probability test was more preferable in the analysis of male female difference in restraining. In the same study for the analysis of prevalence of restraining in substance abuse group and prevalence of police case/organic insult/criminal behaviour among the different diagnostic categories the authors have not specified which statistical test they have used. Chi-square test is not applicable in such situations as the expected frequencies in some cells are less than five. Yate's correction for continuity can not be applied because the number of categories in rows and columns are more than two. In this situation the statistical inference of this data is doubtful. Only after an appropriate statistical analysis valid conclusion dan be drawn from this study.
